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MotivationMotivation

•• Given: Given: OntologiesOntologies mattermatter
–– Does quality matter?Does quality matter?



Does quality matter?Does quality matter?

•• Good quality Good quality ontologiesontologies cost morecost more
–– Coverage, correctness, richness, commitment Coverage, correctness, richness, commitment 

[[KashyapKashyap, 2003], 2003]
–– Organization, metaOrganization, meta--level consistency [level consistency [GuarinoGuarino & & 

Welty, 2000] [Rector, 2002]Welty, 2000] [Rector, 2002]
–– RequiredRequired for some applicationsfor some applications

•• Improvements in quality can improve Improvements in quality can improve 
performance [Welty, et al, 2004]performance [Welty, et al, 2004]
–– 18% 18% ff--improvement in searchimprovement in search
–– Cleanup cost ~1mw/3000 classesCleanup cost ~1mw/3000 classes
–– BUT BUT …… low quality ontology still improved baselow quality ontology still improved base



MotivationMotivation

•• Given: Given: OntologiesOntologies mattermatter
–– Does quality matter?  Does quality matter?  SometimesSometimes

•• Problem: How to create themProblem: How to create them
•• Bigger problem: how to Bigger problem: how to maintainmaintain themthem

–– From SE: 80% of the cost is maintenance From SE: 80% of the cost is maintenance 
[[SchrobeSchrobe, 1996], 1996]



Software MaintenanceSoftware Maintenance

•• Fixing BugsFixing Bugs
•• TestingTesting
•• EnhancingEnhancing



Ontology MaintenanceOntology Maintenance

•• Fixing BugsFixing Bugs
–– InconsistentInconsistent
–– InaccurateInaccurate
–– InefficientInefficient

•• TestingTesting
–– Regression testsRegression tests
–– Test SuitesTest Suites
–– Meta tag sets for test Meta tag sets for test 

contentcontent
–– Ablation testsAblation tests

•• EnhancingEnhancing
–– TweakingTweaking

•• RichnessRichness
•• CorrectnessCorrectness
•• OrganizationOrganization
•• MetaMeta--level consistencylevel consistency
•• EfficiencyEfficiency

–– ExtendingExtending
•• Improving coverageImproving coverage
•• Extending commitmentExtending commitment
•• IntegrationIntegration

–– RefactoringRefactoring



A looming problemA looming problem

•• PredictionPrediction
–– Ontology maintenance will become Ontology maintenance will become thethe

significant problem as significant problem as ontologiesontologies become become 
more mainstreammore mainstream

–– Will follow the SE model (80% of cost)Will follow the SE model (80% of cost)

•• Observation/ConjectureObservation/Conjecture
–– High quality High quality ontologiesontologies are easier to maintainare easier to maintain



Tool SupportTool Support

•• Hierarchical view of Hierarchical view of 
classesclasses

•• Hierarchical view of Hierarchical view of 
propertiesproperties

•• Consistency Reasoning Consistency Reasoning 
–– ButBut…….no .no ““segmentation segmentation 

faultsfaults””

•• Inferential ReasoningInferential Reasoning
•• View nonView non--tree tree 

taxonomiestaxonomies

•• View relations between View relations between 
classesclasses

•• Global axiomsGlobal axioms
•• View metaView meta--levellevel
•• Basic UpperBasic Upper--level level 

TheoriesTheories
–– Space, Time, Parts, Space, Time, Parts, ……

•• Assistance for integrationAssistance for integration



Theory SupportTheory Support

•• MetaMeta--level analysislevel analysis
–– OntoCleanOntoClean [[GuarinoGuarino & Welty, 2000]& Welty, 2000]

•• Good organizing principlesGood organizing principles
–– RR--Normalization [Rector, 2002]Normalization [Rector, 2002]

•• WellWell--founded upper levelsfounded upper levels
–– Dolce [Dolce [GangemiGangemi, et al., 2003], et al., 2003]
–– DAMLDAML--Time [Hobbs, 2003]Time [Hobbs, 2003]
–– RCC [RCC [RandellRandell, Cui & Cohn, 1992] , Cui & Cohn, 1992] 



OntoCleanOntoClean

•• Draw Draw fundamental notionsfundamental notions from Formal from Formal 
OntologyOntology

•• Establish a set of useful Establish a set of useful metameta--propertiesproperties, , 
based on behavior based on behavior wrtwrt above notions above notions 

•• Explore the way these metaExplore the way these meta--properties combine properties combine 
to form relevant to form relevant property kindsproperty kinds

•• Explore the Explore the taxonomic constraintstaxonomic constraints imposed imposed 
by these property kindsby these property kinds
–– Expose common modeling pitfallsExpose common modeling pitfalls



Overloading Subsumption Overloading Subsumption 
Common modeling pitfallsCommon modeling pitfalls

•• InstantiationInstantiation
•• ConstitutionConstitution
•• CompositionComposition
•• DisjunctionDisjunction
•• PolysemyPolysemy



InstantiationInstantiation

T21T21

My ThinkPad (s# xx123)My ThinkPad (s# xx123)

ThinkPad ModelThinkPad Model

OoopsOoops……

Question: What ThinkPad models do you sell?Question: What ThinkPad models do you sell?
Answer should NOT include My ThinkPad Answer should NOT include My ThinkPad ---- nor yours.nor yours.

Does this ontology mean that Does this ontology mean that My ThinkPadMy ThinkPad is ais a ThinkPad ModelThinkPad Model??



CompositionComposition

MemoryMemoryDisk DriveDisk Drive

ComputerComputer

Question: What Computers do you sell?Question: What Computers do you sell?
Answer should NOT include Disk Drives or Memory.Answer should NOT include Disk Drives or Memory.

Micro DriveMicro Drive



DisjunctionDisjunction

MemoryMemoryDisk DriveDisk Drive

ComputerComputer

Micro DriveMicro Drive

hashas--partpart
Computer PartComputer Part

FlashcardFlashcard--110110CameraCamera--1515
hashas--partpart

Unintended model: flashcardUnintended model: flashcard--110 is a computer110 is a computer--partpart



PolysemyPolysemy

Abstract EntityAbstract EntityPhysical ObjectPhysical Object

BookBook

Question: How many books do you have on Hemingway?Question: How many books do you have on Hemingway?
Answer: 5,000Answer: 5,000

……....



ConstitutionConstitution

Amount of MatterAmount of Matter

Physical ObjectPhysical Object

EntityEntity

ComputerComputerClayClayMetalMetal

Question: What types of matter will conduct electricity?Question: What types of matter will conduct electricity?
Answer should NOT include computers.Answer should NOT include computers.





Text Analysis SupportText Analysis Support

•• Document ClassificationDocument Classification
–– Subject hierarchiesSubject hierarchies
–– Identify relevant conceptsIdentify relevant concepts

•• Information ExtractionInformation Extraction
–– Find individualsFind individuals
–– Glossary extraction [Park, 2004]Glossary extraction [Park, 2004]



ConceptConcept--specific Ontology specific Ontology 
Building through SearchBuilding through Search
•• Human expert knows what she is interested in: anchor Human expert knows what she is interested in: anchor 

conceptconcept
•• Find relations and other related concepts for the anchor Find relations and other related concepts for the anchor 

concept concept 
•• Active acquisition of knowledge sources through searchActive acquisition of knowledge sources through search

–– ConceptConcept--defining knowledge source:  glossaries or defining knowledge source:  glossaries or 
dictionariesdictionaries

–– UpUp--toto--date knowledge source: web documentsdate knowledge source: web documents
•• Very useful for recognizing missing termsVery useful for recognizing missing terms



Domain Term RecognitionDomain Term Recognition

••Nominal ExpressionsNominal Expressions
–– acute radiation syndromeacute radiation syndrome
–– intercontinental and submarineintercontinental and submarine--launched launched 

ballistic missileballistic missile
–– highly enriched uraniumhighly enriched uranium

••New Domain Word IdentificationNew Domain Word Identification
–– agroterrorismagroterrorism, astrobiology, , astrobiology, biocomputationbiocomputation

••Generic Generic PremodifierPremodifier FilteringFiltering
–– averageaverage radial first harmonic radial first harmonic runoutrunout
–– absoluteabsolute amazement/zeroamazement/zero



Domain Term AggregationDomain Term Aggregation
••Abbreviations Abbreviations 

•• 55--HTHT--3R3R ------ 55--hhydroxyydroxyttryptamine type ryptamine type 3 3 
rreceptoreceptor

•• D2T2      D2T2      ------ DDye ye DDiffusion iffusion TThermal hermal TTransferransfer
•• nAchRsnAchRs ------ nnicotinic icotinic aacetylcetylchcholine oline rreceptoreceptorss

••Aliases :  T1 .. Aliases :  T1 .. {known {known as|calledas|called} } T2T2
–– ZomigZomig, formerly known as , formerly known as 311C90311C90
–– EleutherococcusEleutherococcus senticosussenticosus ((ESES), also known ), also known 

as as Siberian ginsengSiberian ginseng or or ciwuijaciwuija



Domain Term AggregationDomain Term Aggregation

••Spelling errors or alternative spellingsSpelling errors or alternative spellings
•• ananeesthesia sthesia ------ ananaeaesthesiasthesia

••Orthographic variantsOrthographic variants
•• audio/visual input  audio/visual input  ------ audioaudio--visual inputvisual input
•• electroelectro--magnetic clutch  magnetic clutch  ------ electromagnetic clutchelectromagnetic clutch
•• Passenger airbag Passenger airbag ------ passenger air bagpassenger air bag

••Morphological variantsMorphological variants
•• multiprocessing ps/2  multiprocessing ps/2  ------ multiprocessing ps/2smultiprocessing ps/2s
•• CD ROM  CD ROM  ------ CD ROMs, CDCD ROMs, CD--ROMsROMs



Related Concept RecognitionRelated Concept Recognition

••A term G is related to term T ifA term G is related to term T if
–– T and G share some wordsT and G share some words

•• Ballistic missile  Ballistic missile  ---- mediummedium--range ballistic range ballistic 
missilemissile

–– T and G often appear together in same T and G often appear together in same 
sentencessentences

••Select a set of semantically related terms Select a set of semantically related terms 
with higher domain specificitywith higher domain specificity



Relation Extraction (ISRelation Extraction (IS--A)A)

••Structurally Suggested ISA RelationStructurally Suggested ISA Relation
–– Ballistic missileBallistic missile. A . A guided rocketguided rocket--powered delivery vehiclepowered delivery vehicle

for use against ground targetsfor use against ground targets
–– Position defensePosition defense.  The type of .  The type of defensedefense in which in which ……..
–– Hyperspectral imageryHyperspectral imagery.  A term used to describe the .  A term used to describe the 

imageryimagery derived from ..derived from ..

••Lexically Suggested Lexically Suggested ISA RelationISA Relation
–– Ballistic missile  Ballistic missile  ------ISAISA------ guided rocketguided rocket--powered delivery powered delivery 

vehiclevehicle
–– guided rocketguided rocket--powered delivery vehicle  powered delivery vehicle  ------ISAISA------

delivery vehicledelivery vehicle



Lexical Patterns for ISLexical Patterns for IS--AA
••T T is a kind/type ofis a kind/type of HH
••(T(T11, T, T22, , ……, , TTnn )) and/or other and/or other HH

–– rescue, meteorological information, rescue, meteorological information, 
navigational aid, communications facilities navigational aid, communications facilities 
and otherand other servicesservices

••HH11, H, H22, H, H33 {such as/including}  {such as/including}  (T(T11,T,T22,,……) ) 
and/or  and/or  TT

–– conditionsconditions such as such as fracturesfractures, , woundswounds, , 
sprainssprains, , strainsstrains, , dislocationsdislocations, , concussionsconcussions, , 
and and compressionscompressions



agroterrorismagroterrorism. . Terrorist Terrorist attacksattacks aimed ataimed at reducingreducing
the the food supplyfood supply by by destroyingdestroying cropscrops usingusing natural natural 
pestspests such as the potato beetlesuch as the potato beetle, , animal diseasesanimal diseases
such as hoof and mouth disease and anthraxsuch as hoof and mouth disease and anthrax, , 
moldsmolds and other and other plant diseasesplant diseases..

Ontology ConstructionOntology Construction

agroterrorism

Food supply

reduce crop

destroy Natural pest

Animal disease

Plant disease
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• Ontology maintenance is a critical problemOntology maintenance is a critical problem
•• Need supportNeed support

–– Tools helpTools help
–– Theories helpTheories help
–– Text analysis helpsText analysis helps

•• All together helps moreAll together helps more
–– Embedded in ProtEmbedded in Protééggéé

……Bring Research into PracticeBring Research into Practice……


